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The importance of, indeed the need for, comparative approaches in historiography has for some time
now been stressed by leading historians.[1] Despite discussions having gathered pace recently studies based
on comparative historical analysis remain thin on the
ground. Although he does not place his study specifically in this context Rieger goes some way to rectify this
situation.

new technologies in similar ways” (p. 12) certainly holds
true for other countries just as well and is no peculiarity of the Anglo-German comparison. Until quite late in
his study (pp. 222-223 and chapter 8) Rieger does not appear to be interested in possible differences in attitudes to
technology between Britain and Germany but states their
similarity from the outset as a fact. It would have been
interesting, however, to look more generally at changing attitudes towards the “other” especially with regard
The book’s structure may at first seem confusing. to the two World Wars and the Third Reich.[2]
Apart from an introduction and a conclusion and two
chapters putting the topic in a wider context (“TechnoRieger argues convincingly that while the press and
logical Innovation and Public Ambivalence” and “Tech- the public at large constantly praised technological innonology and the Nation”), two chapters are concerned vations as “wonders” public discourse was also characterwith film, one with airplanes, one with passenger ship- ized by a profound ambivalence and even fear of creating
ping, and one with accidents. But what about the rise machines beyond human control. Technology advancing
of the automobile and the growing importance of high- further into unknown territories created “a problem of
speed trains? What about photography and radio? Al- knowledge.” Rieger’s central question is, therefore, “why
though Rieger addresses these questions in the introduc- and how did British and German societies foster a cultion and explains his choice of three technologies because tural climate conducive to innovation processes despite
they “either came into existence or embarked upon vig- considerable public insecurity about technology between
orous technological development during the 1890s and 1890 and 1945” (p. 5). The author is at his best when
early 1900s” (p. 4), the reader might want to learn a little working out and conceptualizing the different ways in
more about the supposedly greater prominence in public which the German and the British public reacted to techdiscourse of these technologies in comparison to others. nological innovations. In this context Rieger’s concept of
“ambivalence” is most convincing.
Rieger bases his argument on a wide range of sources
(although he obviously did not consult any archival maConcerning accidents Rieger rightly points out that
terial in the Public Record Office or the German Federal they hardly affected the underlying belief in technologiArchives) and competently places his study in the frame- cal progress. Even disasters such as the sinking of the Tiwork of the existing research literature. At the same time, tanic in 1912 or the blaze that destroyed the Hindenburg
however, it would have been desirable for Rieger to elab- airship in 1937 did not fundamentally change perceptions
orate more on the reasons for choosing Britain and Ger- although they have left deep traces in public memory unmany for his investigation. The fact that “each country til today. The belief in European progress, however, perregarded the other as a technological competitor and was sisted. This does not mean that disasters did not attract a
consequently involved in a contemporary process of per- huge public interest in both countries. Rieger works out
ception of the other” together with the observation that the different mechanisms at work both regarding the disthe “British and German publics often reacted towards semination and perception of such news in the German
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and British “risk societies.”

character of the cinema. The question remains, however,
in how far Rieger can draw representative conclusions
from his findings especially given the fact that both the
number of people involved in amateur filming and the
importance in public discourse remained relatively small
(p. 201).

In contrast to the more immediate physical dangers
of aviation and passenger shipping the medium of film
posed an altogether different danger. Rieger convincingly argues that the fact that film denied its technological nature and, therefore, rather appeared as a cultural
phenomenon and even deliberately attracted attention to
aesthetic questions instead of technical formulae established the medium as a technology fundamentally different from the other two. The lack of knowledge in turn
fueled public fears of manipulation and moral dangers
as many could not understand how film achieved its remarkable effects on audiences. At the same time, however, film was immensely popular, and the interwar years
saw a more general acceptance and enthusiasm for film
both as a means for entertainment and as an aesthetic
medium.

Rieger’s argument regains its poise in the last chapter
on the national importance of technology. In both Germany and Britain technological leadership was seen as
crucial, and by the 1890s both countries stood in direct
economic and technological rivalry with each other (as
expressed most notably perhaps in the scramble for the
Blue Riband awarded for the fastest transatlantic crossing
by a passenger ship). However, assessments of the national importance of technology in Germany and Britain
differed notably. Rieger makes it clear that the British
public saw technological innovation as part of maintaining a status quo whereas Germans tended to see technolRieger then chooses the pilot rather than the film star ogy as a means to aggressively regain political power and
or the racing driver as a typical phenomenon of the time. challenge the world at large.
The “cult of the solo pilot” (p. 115), he argues, not only
illustrated fascination with the dangerous life of these adIn sum, Bernhard Rieger’s book is well written, well
venturers and their heroic qualities but was also proof of researched and well argued. It not only fills an important
an admiration which ranged across social and political gap in research but by following a comparative approach
boundaries. This “cult” had virtually ended by the mid- also pushes the boundaries of historiography further. For
1930s though largely because safety issues in aviation re- example, Rieger has brought to light many similarities
ceived more attention and the advance in radio technol- in public perception of technology in the two countries
ogy and navigation robbed the solo pilots of some of the which have hitherto been overlooked. His final call for
mysticism which had surrounded their lonely (and silent) a reassessment of works following the Frankfurt School
long-haul flights in the 1920s. Apart from that airlines which link modernity to the Holocaust is well founded
such as Lufthansa and Imperial Airways had established by this convincing study.
near regular transatlantic flights by the late 1930s stressNotes
ing the unexceptional character of such undertakings.
[1].
The merits of such approaches were
In terms of luxurious travel, however, even these passtressed
recently
by Horst Möller, “Diktatur- und
senger planes could not compete with the huge oceanDemokratieforschung
im 20. Jahrhundert. Wo liegen
liners, the “floating palaces,” of the time. In that respect,
neue
Zugänge
zur
Zeitgeschichte?
” Vierteljahreshefte
as Rieger rightly maintains, ocean-liners much more than
für
Zeitgeschichte
51
(2003):
pp.
29-50.
Classic studplanes stressed the triumphant aspects of technology,
ies include Heinz-Gerhart Haupt, Jürgen Kocka, eds.,
theirs was an entirely positive message lacking the risks
related to aviation (after the end of the First World War Geschichte und Vergleich: Ansätze und Ergebnisse international vergleichender Geschichtsschreibung (Frankthat is). Lavish cruises on luxurious ships in elegant company became the epitome of modern holidays for those furt: Campus, 1996); and Jürgen Kocka, ed., Arbeiter und
Bürger im 19. Jahrhundert. Varianten ihres Verhältnisses
who could afford them. The Nazis deliberately played
with these social fantasies by apparently making “KdF” im europäischen Vergleich (Munich: Oldenbourg, 1986).
cruises affordable for everyone.

[2]. Public attitudes towards Nazi Germany remained
largely positive in Britain throughout the 1930s, indeed
the “social experiment” of the Nazis was often praised by
commentators and politicians. See, for example, Neville
Henderson, Failure of a Mission. Berlin 1937-1939 (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1940). Contemporary state-

As an example of technology mastered by laypersons
and as a possibility to bridge the knowledge “gap” Rieger
presents the rising amateur film movement. Contemporary commentators praised the wholesome qualities of
amateur films in contrast to the commercial and corrupt
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ments show that visitors generally grossly underesti- (1933-1939) (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1993).
mated the dangers of Nazi Germany’s policies. See An- Only with the imminent military threat to Britain in 1940
gela Schwarz, Die Reise ins Dritte Reich. Britische Au- did a notable anti-German sentiment set in.
genzeugenberichte im nationalsozialistischen Deutschland
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